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Mobile forms and data collection apps drive businesses large and small, as they:

• Replace paperwork and outdated data collection processes
• Deliver data to specified destinations instantly
• Enable secure, scalable automation of business processes and workflows

Once your organization decides to implement a mobile forms solution like Device 
Magic, a natural next step is to begin searching for the devices that most optimally 
prep your team. (If you’re not sure whether or not to provide devices, consider both 
sides of the Bring Your Own Device debate.)

It’s important to view this selection process through the lens of an investment. 
While some devices may cost more upfront, the time, money and effort saved from 
using mobile technology renders an impressive ROI. In addition, the life of a quality 
device significantly outlasts that of other traditional office supplies like paper, 
pens, manila folders and printer ink.

Nowadays, mobile apparatus are generally equipped with loads of extra features 
like built-in cameras. These add-ons and feature sets eliminate the additional 
skills and costs associated with tasks like capturing images in the field (and 
awaiting their arrival to the office).

Although we understand the appeal in selecting the cheapest available option, it’s 
important to choose a device that will function reliably and consistently - so that 
your workflows do the same. Mobile devices sold at significantly lower price points 
often lack sufficient storage space and operating systems powerful enough to 
handle the demands of your organization, leading to longer load times and crashes.

In contrast, selecting devices that operate on the latest Android or iOS operating 
systems guarantee:

• Adequate storage capacity
• Higher functioning systems and apps
• Less bugs and crashing incidents

Consult the 2019 list of best tablets and smartphones for your business below to 
determine the ideal mobile device option for your team.
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Apple Mobile Devices
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Price:        Starting at $749 
Size:          6.1-inch Liquid Retina display 
Features:  A12 Bionic chip, 12MP wide-angle-
camera, splash, water and dust resistant

iPhone XR - This latest iPhone comes with the 
longest battery life known to the iPhone family, 
making it an even greater deal given its price. The 
iPhone XR also has the same processing power 
as the XS and XS Max models, so you can count 
on matched performance.

Price:        Starting at $999 
Size:          5.8-inch Super Retina display 
Features:  A12 Bionic chip, 12MP wide-angle-
camera, splash, water and dust resistant

iPhone XS - Notably faster than its 
predecessor, the iPhone XS comes with an 
impressive camera and updated processor. If you 
want all the power of a newer phone that still fits 
in the palm of your hand, the iPhone XS is the 
way to go.

Price:        Starting at $1099 
Size:          6.5-inch Super Retina display 
Features:  A12 Bionic chip, 12MP wide-angle-
camera, splash, water and dust resistant

iPhone XS Max - If you’re looking for the 
largest screen ever on an iPhone, look no further 
than the iPhone XS Max. This latest iPhone 
comes with its best camera yet thanks to Apple’s 
new Smart HDR. Capture true-to-life photos that 
stack up against the highly rated Google Pixel 3 
and Samsung Galaxy Note 9.

Price:        Starting at $799 
Size:          11-inch Liquid Retina display 
Features:  Magnetic Apple Pencil, Face ID, A12X 
Bionic chip with 64-bit architecture

iPad Pro - The newly redesigned iPad Pro 
comes with more screen and more power than 
ever before, while still taking home the award 
for thinnest iPad to date. With the newly added 
Smart Keyboard Folio and Apple Pencil, this 
device transforms into the ultimate, computer-
like mobile device.

Price:        Starting at $329 
Size:          9.7-inch Retina display 
Features:  32GB, A10 Fusion chip with 64-bit 
architecture, compatible with Apple Pencil

iPad - Apple has introduced a new iPad at a 
much lower price point. Weighing just over a 
pound, it makes a great choice for workers on 
the go.
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Google Mobile Devices

Price:        Starting at $799 
Size:          5.5-inch OLED display 
Features:  Back-mounted Pixel ImprintTM 
fingerprint sensor for fast unlocking, 12.2MP 
dual-pixel camera

Google Pixel 3 - Google’s greatest selling point 
for the Pixel 3 is without a doubt its camera. 
This latest model from Google includes a 
12.2MP sensor combined with Google’s photo 
optimization software for unparalleled picture 
taking. Taking photos on the job? Go with the 
Pixel for its price point and camera alone.

Price:        Starting at $999 
Size:          6.4-inch Infinity display 
Features:  4,000mAh battery, S Pen, all-new 
Bixby, Samsung’s intelligent assistant

Samsung Galaxy Note 9 - Optimized for heavy 
usage with its improved battery life for all-day 
performance. When you opt for the 512GB model 
with the 512GB microSD card, you get the largest 
storage amount (1TB) in any mobile phone on the 
market. That’s a ton of photographs.

Samsung Mobile Devices

Price:        Starting at $620 
Size:         5.8-inch Quad HD curved screen 
Features:  3,000mAh battery, curved display, 
IP68 water resistance

Samsung Galaxy S9 - The Samsung Galaxy 
S9 received a slight upgrade in 2018 from its 
predecessor, the S8. Including an all-new processor, 
speakers and camera, this phone compares well to 
iPhone XS, only with a smaller price tag.

Price:        Starting at $650 
Size:          10.5-inch WQXGA Super AMOLED 
Features:  7,300mAh battery, S Pen, 64GB

Samsung Galaxy Tab S4 - Bigger screen, 
bigger battery. The Samsung Galaxy Tab S4 
is the newest and most up-to-date tablet from 
Samsung.

Price:        Starting at $550 
Size:          9.7-inch display 
Features:  6,000mAh, S Pen, 32GB

Samsung Galaxy Tab S3 - For the everyday 
Samsung user. The Galaxy Tab S3 serves as an 
excellent mobile device for Android users that 
are on the go and don’t require all the bells and 
whistles in a newer tablet.
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